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A popular Government,
without popular information or the means of

acquiring it,
is but a Prologue to a Farce or a Tragedy; or

perhaps both.
Knowledge will forever govern ignorance;
And a people who mean to be their own

Governors,
must arm themselves with the power which

knowledge gives.

JAMES MADISON to W. T. BARRY
August 4, 1822
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PREFACE

Two momentous events have reshaped the way the De-
partment of Defense (DOD) conducts its business. The
first, the dissolution of the Soviet Union, perhaps the most
significant event of the past decade, changed the mix of
technologies DOD needs to execute its mission. Future
conflicts are now much more likely to be conventional than
nuclear, regional than global, and tactical than strategic.
Hence, new technologies must be developed and blended
with existing technologies to cope with a greater variety of
battlefield conditions.

A second momentous event, Desert Storm, realerted the
world to the importance of technology. Of great impor-
tance to the coalition forces, for example, was that technol-
ogy saved lives. Although the outcome of Desert Storm
vindicated past military predilection and investment in
technology within the U.S. forces, it also rekindled concern
for preserving a technological edge and accelerated adop-
tion of a new acquisition approach to that end.

Just as demand for new battlefield technologies has
again strengthened, DOD faces chronic budget cutbacks.
As Admiral David E. Jeremiah, Vice Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff observed, "Our position is similar to that of
the Royal Navy roughly 100 years ago, when the British
introduced a new class of large, fast, heavily armed war-
ships. Overnight the new Dreadnought class, essentially the
first modem battleship, made every other type of surface
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combatant obsolete."
"The irony for the British was that this made the rest of

the Royal Navy, the strongest navy in the world, obsolete
as well. The British had to start over like everybody else,
and this meant that competition could take a shortcut.
Nations like Germany, which had never dreamed of
challenging the Royal Navy before, could capitalize upon
their industrial strength to become formidable sea powers
simply by building fleets of new dreadnoughts as fast or
faster than the Brits."'

To help ensure that history is not repeated, new policies
had to be fashioned. Hence, current defense technology
policy has two major thrusts. The first is aimed at helping
the nation maintain its technological competitiveness. The
plan is to transfer technology from the federal laboratories
to private firms. The second thrust is designed to grow
promising technologies more quickly and more affordably
through a new acquisition strategy.

The contributors to this compendium of papers look at
both defense technology thrusts: the technology transfer
issue and the new acquisition approach. All but the last
are abridged versions of papers written in a research
seminar at the Industrial College of the Armed Forces,
National Defense University.

Colonel Thomas Humpherys, Ph.D, former Detachment
Commander for the Air Force Space and Missile Systems
Center, Deputy Director of Flight Test Engineering for the
4950th Test Wing, and international research liaison officer
in London, believes a strong defense technology base

I. Jeremiah, David F., Admiral, USN. Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in a
speech deihvered it the Industrial Base Symposium, Industrial College of the Armed
:r•,,rcs National Defense University. Apnl 1991. pp. 1-7.
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requires a strong national technology base. His chapter,
"Federal Initiatives to Transfer Technology to Private
Industry," is the culmination of many interviews with
private and government managers. particularly those active
with CRADA, the Cooperative Research and Development
Agreements program. He argues that successful technology
transfer from government laboratories to private industry
will depend on achieving constructive matches between
technology producers and intended users.

Lieutenant Colonel Robert G(amache, Ph.D.. member of
the Air Force senior acqu~sition corps and former Director
of Satellite Integration and Test MILSATCOM Program
Office, Air Force Materiel Command, agrees that the new
S&T strategy is a step in the right direction, but argues that
it must be accompanied by comprehensive reforms of the
defense acquisition process. New technologies will not see
the light of day unless they can be fielded affordably. His
chapter, "The Defense Acquisition Challenge: Fielding
Affordable Weapons," offers program managers specific
policy recommendations to help control the escalation of
weapon system costs.

Colonel Robert Chedister, test pilot and former squadron
commander and deputy commander for operations at an Air
Force flight test center, offers some important insights as to
how testing can help make DOD's new Science and
Technology Strategy a success. In his chapter. "Testing:
The Bridge to Success for the New Science and Technology
Strategy," he recommends: early user involvement in the
test and evaluation (T&E) process: tester input as to when
a technology is ready; ATD teams consisting ot scientists,
testers, and users, and tester management of the ATD
program.

Lieutenant Colonel Jerry Wiedewitsch. former armor
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battalion commander and Department of the Army staff
officer, articulates users' concern about the proposed
Science and Technology policy. Mindful that past mistakes
must not be forgotten, he concentrates on what is most
important to users. His chapter, "Technology Timeliness
from a Soldier's Perspective," draws attention to an oft-
forgotten truism: technological superiority never equates to
warfighting superiority unless technically advanced weapon
systems are fielded when soldiers need them.

Edwin R. Carlisle, Ph.D., Professor of Economics and
Technology at the Industrial College of the Armed Forces,
National Defense University, argues that defense plannerz
should be aware of the trade-offs inherent in a new acquisi-
tion strategy aimed at preserving technological supremacy.
Forces can either optimize resources with regard to mission
effectiveness, or with regard to technology maximization,
but not both simultaneously. A rule of thumb, a decision
rule, is derived for program managers and defense planners,
should technology rather than mission become the target
variabl.

All members of the Research Seminar responsible for
this monograph would like to thank Lieutenant General P.
G. Cerjan, President of the National Defense University;
Rear Admiral J. F. Smith, Jr., Commandant of the
Industrial College of the Armed Forces, and Dr. John H.
Johns, Dean of Faculty and Academic Programs (ICAF), for
providing an environment conducive to focused research.
All views expressed in this manuscript are, however, those
of the individual authors and not necessarily those of the
National Defense University, the Department of Defense or
the U.S. Government.

E. R. C.
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1
Federal Initiatives to Transfer
Technology to Private Industry

THOMAS W. HUMPHERYS

ABSTRACT
.SUL ' N(CAIs (cchn /ohl, ,, tV Lilt'i Cr [ Ir l ("., ' (,I(H/I01t 01 Q'dfiz, ti(,L1' to
P/iiL hP 110 IM lLl'.L-v depeC ndPLIs Ilp ll tLchicvliI,' C' .•ns/4C1(fl' (•kib lI'.L, N'L i '0I

It(C lAl LII L, 'V 'Jl I/ILL o I 'I. and ll inLf'ildfd .'l.i L ' tSIhs p c/ L ( ,ýICAAL'.%.% '.

goLvL'rninc'ti •l•'•ltl. I to i WrPIC'r It'.(hnoLb'v and p/rvidL's 1CI 0JMMCI '1hi-

tio1iLs to t t'l Litili fi'L 'rdC L (1r 1 '1NC sI .1 ( (L lt ( )( I lmi atc h. ' IIt l ,v', (it

inno a'Lin tion Ind promoL' te' (.5. " itndusrlil (L OL l'piti '(I VO'WS.

Technology has been the foundation of America)s economic
and mi1itary strength. As a new world hegins to unfold,
however. budget deficits, trade imbalances, and technology
shortcomings have begun to jeopardize I U.S. leadership. To
stimulate technological innovation and Lconom1c ,'rii\ktlh,

U1.S. lawmakers have directed federal scientists to transfer
technology developed within federal laboratories to private
industry. Flow might these federal resources lx better
utilized to enhance U.S. industrial competitiveness?

Exploiting Federally Conducted R&D
With over 720 federal laboratories, employing more than
one-sixth of U.S. scientists, and consuming nearly $2()
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billion a year conducting research and development (R&D).
the U.S. government's investment in R&D is unequalled.'
Federal laboratories and research facilities, in particular
Department of Defense (DOD) and Department of Energy
(DOE) laboratories, offer a wealth of technical expertise
which, in many cases, could be transferred to industry with
potential commercial applications. Previously concerned
only with government needs, most federal laboratory
workers concentrate(] in specialized areas with little regard
to spinoff technologies for commercialization. As a result
of recent congressional legislation, federal agencies have
initiated a number cif programs to facilitate the transfer of
technologies to the private sector.:

Federal Agency Initiatives
The government established several organizations to help
industry gain access to federal R&D resources. These
include the National Technology Transfer Center, Regional
Technology Transfer ('enters, Federal Laboratory Consor-
tiun Locator Network, Federal Laboratory Consortium, and
the National Technology Initiative. The first three in this
list provide limited training in order to initiate an effective
transfer of technology, and direct interested researchers to
the right federal laboratory.' The other two warrant further
discussion since they' bring together scientists and engineers
from acadlemia, industry, and government to disseminate
information on federal laboratory capabilities and resources.

Federal Laboratory Consortium. FLC was officially
chartered by the Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 4

to strengthen technology-based cooperation betwveen the
federal laboratories and [(.S. businesses, universities, state
and local governments, and the federal agencies. FIX'
promotes the transfer of science and engineering results
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from federal laboratories into applications in the private and
public sectors by creating a friendly environment for
technology transfers. FLC focuses on national initiatives
that are beyond the scope of individual laboratories,
departments, or agencies. They develop and test transfer
methods; address barriers to the process; highlight success-
ful efforts; provide training and emphasize national initia-
tives where technology transfer has a role.' DOD laborato-
ry involvement has been noticeably modest in FLC activi-
ties.

National Technology Initiative. NTI was launched by
presidential initiative in early 1992, 14 regional conferences
were held across the nation during the year. NIT's main goal
was to promote U.S. technological competitiveness by increasing
the effectiveness of industry/goveninent partnerships. Each
conference addressed specific, regionally significant areas of
technology and included exhibits stlaffed by federal agencies.
universities, and laboratories.' These conferences gave fiederal
agencies a high-visibility way to reach and tell industry what
federal technology transfer was all about aund how industry could
participate.' They also addressed financing research. licensing
agreemenls. and cooperative agreements between governmenlt and
industry. This is under review by the current administration
which, at this juncture. may be planning something more
comprehensive under Vice President Gore's direction.

Cooperative Research Agreements
A survey of over I1M) directors of 50 inid-si/ed and large
commercial laboratories in 1992 concluded that industry's
greatest potential for using federally developed technology is
through cooperative research prognuns. These ventures include
cooperative research anld development agreements (CRADAs) and
R&D 'onsorti

CRADA. A CRADA is a legal agreement that implements
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the new authority specified in the Federal Technology Transfer
Act of 19S6. CRADAs include agreements between one or more
federal laboratories auud one or more tnonLederal parties under
which the laboratory provides personnel, services, facilities.
equipment or other resources, with or without reimbursement.
The nonfederal parties provide funds, personnel, services,
facilities. equipment, or •lher resources toward the Condttuct 01
specified research or development efforts consistent with tlhe
missions of the federal R&D aclivity. The tenr does not incllde
procurements. grants, or other types of cooperative agreements
made under tile authority of amy other legislation. A CRADA
typically has to be renewed every year, which givw, participating
parties a means of tenninating the agreement. CRADAs are
usually tenninated if tihe work has been accomplished or if alv
of tile involved parties are not satisfied with progress or tihe
arrangemenits. Industry and federal agencies had signed 1,360)
CRADAs by the end of January 1993 and several hundred more
were in negotiations."

CRADA effectiveness is extremely Jif Lnilt to determine.
Successful transf'er of technologv should result :n new marketable
products, increased productivity, more patents, and overall
industrial growth. Essentially no data exist to ohbjectively assess
CRADA effectivemiess. Bruce Mattson, head of the oltice that
works with intellectual property rights, CRADAs, licensing
agreements. and disclosure statements for the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST). suggested Ihat possible
interim metrics ltr "perceived" success of CRADAs could he lhe
number renewed each year as well as the number of return
customers. Though not quatllilative measurement of how well
technology has been Irauislerred and incorporated for commercial
purposes, these metrics can be a valuable indicator. A compainy
would most likely not renew it CRADA if its experience was had,
or if it did not henelit from the arrangements. As the CRADA
program matures wud as govenmnent and industry gain experience
wilh CRADAs, more delinilive data will become available to
assess CRADA effecliveness.
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Consortia, These agreements include participation by
multiple federal and nonfederal groups working on a common
R&D goal. which otten requires interdisciplinary approaches.
Participants are representatives of government, industry, and
academia, blending the spectrum of activities trom theoretical
research o full-scale manufacturing. Consortia funding may he
shared but depends on the arrangements agreed by all partici-
pants. To tackle tihe more complex interdisciplinary problems, tlhe
consortium approach offers the greatest advantages. The trend
will he toward a multiplication of consortia-type activities as their
success and subsequent popularity increase with time. CRADAs
and consortia are ideally suited to carry out the objectives of
DOD's new acquisition strategy. as observed in a numecr of
federal organii.ations that mainltain close relationships with
industry.

Making Swords and Plowshares
Several federal organi/ations are noted lor their ongoing or recent
successes in contributing useful technologies to tihe commercial
sector. They are the DIefense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA). the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST), anid the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research (AFOSR).

DARPA. DARPA's mission is to exploit high pay-off,
high-risk technologies with an emphasis on military
applications. DARPA was created in 1958 as the Advanced
Research Projects Agency to pursue basic and applied R&D
for the military's use in promising weapon systetns." The
agency tries to stimulate, develop, and demonstrate technol-
ogies that can cause fundamental changes in future military
systems and operations. DARPA targets areas for timely
tmnsition to weapon capability through specially designed
prototypes. technology demonstrations, and manufacturing
processes key to fostering a robust industrial base."
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DARPA emphasizes dynamic technologies that are
changing too fast to be captured adequately by traditional
research and development practices. Their current main
thrust is in the development and exploitation of information
sciences, stressing solid state microelectronics, scalable
high-performance computers, decision support systems, and
integrated design and manufacturing. Other areas of effort
are simulation, advanced materials, sensors, and manufac-
turing processes. An example of DARPA's success was the
initial development of the electronic mail network that is
fast becoming the world's main means of rapid and inex-
pensive communication.

DARPA funds research in universities (about 16
percent of their $1.6 billion for FY1992), government
laboratories (I I percent). and industry (60 percent), with an
absolute minimum of administrative layering through a
horizontal organizational structure. Program managers are
free to pursue technologies they perceive as promising and
have attained a great deal of success throughout a spectrum
of activities. DARPA is also authorized to enter into
contractual arrangements as full partners with industry,
receiving royalties and other the rights of a company and
accepting corporate obligations. This flexibility provides a
fertile research environment for creative thought, industrial
collaboration, and technology transfer for commercializa-
tion. During the 1980s, however, DARPA was forced to tie
its programs more closely to military objectives and shift its
efforts towaid applied resear.'-'

DARPA's strategic vision of long-term, high-risk
technologies and subsequent success in developing such
technologies as computing, simulation, and virtual reality
have attracted the attention of industry and federal
policymakers. Congress wants to extend DARPA's charter
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TABLE 1.1 0 CRADA ACTIVITY FOR NIST (1988-92)

Fiscal year 1988 1989 19901 1991 1992

Newly signed 5 37 40 62 82
Toull active 5 42 801 1101 168

to address technologies of commercial interest. The Defense
Authorization Act for FY1993 suggested renaming DARPA
to Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) to reflect
increased emphasis on dual-use technologies. Its budget was
increased from $1.6 billion to $2.4 billion for FY1993 with
the additional funds to be programmed for industry's use to
help commercialize dual-use technologies. DARPA's
success also influenced Congress's decision to form the
Advanced Technology Program (ATP), a civilian "mini-
equivalent" to DARPA, under the direction of the Com-
merce Department.

NIST. NIST's relationship with industry has histori-
cally been very close and promises to be even closer in the
future. NIST had its beginnings back in 19(11 as the
National Bureau of Standards, with a charter to establish
standards for industry that would ensure new and evolving
products adhered to certain common conventions.'" Hence,
the gap between NIST workers and industrial researchers
has been narrow and the cultural barriers confronting NIST
personnel are not as great as those facing several other
federal agencies. The Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness
Act of 1988 further expanded NIST's role in the transition
of technology into the private sector.'" One would expect,
therefore, significant gains could be made in developing
successful technology transition efforts between NIST and
industry, provided that NIST's approach is sufficiently
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proactive. That is exactly what has occurred.
One of NIST's first steps was to enter into CRADAs

with organizations from the private sector.'5  NIST's
success in overcoming cultural barriers is demonstrated in
the growth of their CRADA program, as shown in Table
I. 1." These data show remarkable growth in number of
new CRADAs each year and a substantial increase in the
number of active CRADAs. This signifies at least early-on
"satisfaction" of the customer.

NIST's success can be attributed to a number of factors.
Among these are:

o] harmonious working relationship with civilian institutions

"O little work performed is classified

" efficient procedures to handle agreements
-NIST requires only eight weeks to sign a CRADA
-Only three signatures are needed to implement a

CRADA.
-Legal personnel work directly with the scientists.
-Scientists need only execute a simple and easy-to-read

CRADA form.

"o Guest researchers are invited to NIST to work directly
with NIST scientists.

o Scientists and engineers typically receive 30 percent of
invention royalties.

The trend is for more consortia, which requires at least
two partners from outside of NIST. Of the 1992 CRADAs,
54 percent consisted of multi-industry consortia. (A detailed

-4
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description of the NIST technology-transfer program is
highlighted in the February 1992 issue of Cooperative
Technology RD & D Report."

AFOSR. Directed by Dr. Helmut Helwig, the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research is committed to transferring
technology to the industrial sector. AFOSR's mission is to
fund and manage Air Force research activities conducted
within academic institutions, private industry, and Air Force
laboratories. AFOSR's major R&D objective is to provide
the necessary basic research for its primary customers, the
Air Force laboratories. AFOSR is currently helping these
laboratories to define and structure their technology-transfer
progi ams.

To maximize technological information exchange.
AFOSR manages a number of "people-focused programs."x
Three of them are designed to enhance both collaborative
research efforts and communication among professional
scientists and engineers through temporary duty assign-
ments. The Window on Science program brings foreign
scientists to the United States to contribute to and partici-
pate mainly in Air Force-sponsored research projects. In
other "window" programs, Air Force scientists conduct
research for up to 179 days in other laboratories in Europe
and the United States. AFOSR also sponsors a number of
graduate and postgraduate fellowships to promote communi-
cation and understanding among a broad spectrum of
research establishments. These exchange programs have
resulted in a number of contracts and grants, with primary
benefits going to federal laboratories. The resulting
cooperative R&D efforts, however, will be beneficial to
both sectors, especially in the long term.

AFOSR is working with Air Force Materiel Command
to develop a new regulation on the conduct of Independent
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Research and Development (IR&D) programs within
industry. Part of the funding on Air Force development
contracts is earmarked for contractor-directed IR&D.
Historically, Air Force researchers reviewed and evaluated
IR&D efforts for its applicability to Air Force R&D
interests. With the recent emphasis on dual-use technolo-
gies and commercialization of DOD-sponsored research,
contractors no longer have to spend IR&D funds on Air
Force-directed problems. This change in philosophy
presents an ideal opportunity for Air Force researchers to
interact and collaborate with their industrial counterparts on
commercialization of DOD-developed and -sponsored
research. Hence a new regulation is needed on Air
Force-sponsored IR&D efforts. In addition, Army and Air
Force efforts are underway to revise AR 70-57 and AFR
80-27, which provide guidance for each service's technolo-
gy-transfer programs.

AFOSR works with the Army Research Office and the
Office of Naval Research to coordinate their research
activities. All three of these organizations perform a similar
function within their respective services. Their mode of
operation and proactive activities with industry and univer-
sities provide a military example for government laborato-
ries to look into.

Outlook for the 1990s and Beyond
The future economic well-being and national security of the
United States are based on its industries' ability to compete.
Industrial strength is in turn based on technological compet-
itiveness, from basic research through manufacturing to
marketing. Many recent reports and testimonies before
Congress call for a closer linkage between federal laborato-
ries and industrial firms to increase government contribu-
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tions to industrial innovation. In September 1992, the
House held a hearing on the National Aeronautical Research
and U.S. Competitiveness Act of 1992."I Afterwards, a bill
was introduced and referred to the Committee on Armed
Services to increase cooperation between DOD research and
production facilities and U.S. industry.2 " The bill, known
as the Federal Defense Laboratory Diversification Program,
states that DOD production and research facilities lack
incentives to carry out cooperative development activities
with private industry. In addition, industry has too little
opportunity to provide input into DOD research related to
dual-use technologies. The diversification program is
intended to promote coordinated DOD and industry devel-
opment and application and transfer of dual-use technolo-
gies for commercialization. In addition, the bill will require
development of laboratory benchmarks and metrics to
assess transfer effectiveness. Each laboratory is expected
to allocate at least 10 percent of its budget to cooperative
efforts and set up an industry and academic advisory panel
to oversee research plans and the implementation of this
act. Unless the federal agencies develop a unified technolo-
gy policy that includes an effective technology-transfer
program, Congress will continue the "band-aid" approach
by directing specific actions.

Recommendations and Summary
To regain its technology lead and increase its future
economic competitiveness, the United States must take
immediate action in five areas.

First and most important, the U.S. government must
develop a well thought-out, overarching national technology
policy and inph,'ment ai complenientary technology plan.
This plan should address: R&D metrics; government and
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industry relationships; long-term funding strategy; critical
thrust areas for concentrated efforts: integrating DOD and
other government agency R&D efforts and creating a forum
to set R&D priorities; and developing parameters for
foreign technology development and transfer policies. The
plan must require proactive participation from all levels
within the federal sector, including both the executive and
legislative branches of government.

Second, the government needs to reduce perceived and
actual red tapLe that (liscutrages ind(ustries and government
aukencies f.om signing cooperative agreements. The
bureaucracy associated with administering personnel
exchanges between government and nongovernmental
organizations and the formulation of CRADA arrangements
should be streamlined. The NIST-CRADA process could be
considered as a possible model for use by DOD and other
government agencies.

Third. (s part of a national technology p/aI the
government should establish a joint industry, university, and
gover-nment Jorum to help set government R&L) priorities
and delineate federal rwles and res/)onsihilities related to
du(al-use technologies. Instead of being customers for
federally developed technology, industry and universities
shouid be partners in planning and executing technology
programs. To force a long-term perspective, the government
needs to consolidate its R&D, rearrange R&D priorities,
and revise the value it assigns to technology. Concerted
efforts should be focused on generic precompetitive
research of long-term interest to the United States and U.S.
industry. Centers of excellence should be identified among
the federal laboratories to prevent duplication and ensure a
critical mass in essential research areas. A restructuring of
the federal laboratory system is in order. Elimination of
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excessive duplication may provide an opportunity to
streamline the laboratory structure for increased efficiency.

Fourth, the govertnment should prlomlote critical

igovernmen't and industrial R&D through efficient and
practitcal cost-sharing arrangements. The government
should exploit the advantages of groups that direct research.
such as ARPA for DOD and ATP for DOC. The recently
established ATP should be expanded and its funding
substantially increased to foster generic research and the
initial stages of applied research. Small business firms
should be targeted for cooperative arrangements and cost
sharing to encourage spinoffs from industry, universities.
and government laboratories. Such relationships make
technology transfers more efficient.

Fifth, the United States should mainttain the current
level of R&I) spending as an investment for the Jtimre.
Federal laboratories should strive for dual-use technologies.
where appropriate, but not at the expense of DOD and
space research needed to maintain technological supcriority.
During a slow economic period, government must resist the
temptation to cut back R&D. Instead, government should
offer industry tax incentives to long-term R&D investments.
Congress should also commit to multiyear R&D efforts
rather than yearly renewal cycles so that participating
industry and government laboratories can maintain stability
in their R&D programs.

In summary, successful technology transfer between
organizations depends on good matches between technology
producers and users. Immediate benefits from recent
transfers are limited, but long-term gains will result from
the relationships forged through cooperative research.
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Government's proper role in these ventures is to provide the
technology vision through an overarching national technolo-
gy policy. It should provide the framework and the
environment to encourage technological innovation and
promote industrial growth. Industry, as the generator of the
nation's wealth, must devise more efficient approaches to
managing assets, stimulating creativity, and deliverin4
innovation to the marketplace. Exploiting federally, devel-
oped technology is only the beginning.
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In 1992, the Department of Defense ([OD) announced a
new Science and Technology (S&T) strategy' to reduce
defense procurement budgets in the new post-Cold War
national security environment. This riew S&T approach
contained many of the resource strategy elements proposed
earlier by Representative Les Aspin.2 Under either ap-
proach, force modernization improvements will occur less
frequently. Technology will be tmwtured through successive
generations in the laboratory before entering the formal
acquisition "pipeline." Technology "rollover" is empha-
sizeM. and limited numbers of operational prototypes rather

17
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than high-volume production are planned. No changes were
made to improve the acquisition process itself. However,
the Director of Defense Research and Engineering
(DDR&E) was given more authority to exert centralized
control over the defense S&T program. In theory, the
DDR&E will use this authority to eliminate duplication
among the military services.

The new S&T strategy is a step in the right direc-
tion-but not far enough. A more comprehensive approach
should be taken-one that improves the weapon system
acquisition process itself. From a program ex .ution
standpoint, this means elevating the importance of cost
control. This imperative must be put on an equal footing
with expanding the performance envelope of U.S. weapon
systems. It also means improving the way major detense
acquisition programs start and active management of the
structure of the defense industrial base. A 'dual-use"
economy should be the goal-a single, integrated industrial
base that produces globally competitive commercial and
defense goods. This more comprehensive strategy comple-
ments the plan to improve the DOD S&T program by fixing
the downstream problems in the acquisition pipeline. As a
result, technologies that emerge from multiple "rollover"
iterations will be fielded in less expensive weapon systems
and on a shorter development cycle.

A companion paper' examines seven cost drivers
judged to be among the leading sources of cost growth ;n
modern weapon systems (Table 2. 1). These drivers are
ranked by their relative impact on cost. A generic acquisi-
tion category is indicated in column three. The remaining
column shows that the DOD S&T strategy partially address-
es one leading source of cost growth-premature technolo-
gy transition. Ideally, every program acquisition strategy
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TABLE 2.1 WEAPON SYSTEM COST DRIVERS

Cost Acqut sit n
impact st rategy Add resse~l 1))

Cost dnver prioflty category S&T strategy

Ineiffective program Program No
leadershi p I executi on

Compartmtent ed pri 'duct Programt Ni
developinint 2 xccition"1

Iniadeqjuate p~lanning P'rogram N
di~cipin in cxecui toi

Fau lty reqi~reiments Program No
generatioin 4 liii i1iiion

Prenmaturo i etinolog v l'roirain P ariiallvý
trar)sition 5 initiatloit

ExcesS capacity 6 Industrial hase N,

omw productivity , .. rxti 7 hidUsi nal base No

should address each of these cost drivers.
In this chapter. the relevant issues associated with thle

requirements generation and technology transition processes
are explored in detail. These two processes must be fixed
in order to take the output of a technology "rollover
programn and establish a cost-effective weapon system
acquisition program. In the discussion that follows, ten
policy recommendations are offered for consideration by
senior acquisition decisionniakers (Table 2.2).
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TABLE 2.2 13 WEAPON SYSTEM AFFORDABILITY
STRATEGY (Program Initiation Issues)

L'C.s dnver Polw v reconnincndanton

FAItIIy requinremlelts gencr1 illlt I. l'rograin initlailol e•ulI'ce

2. R•quir•c elns venerat ion eronni l
1. R•'quircinentl s planning rewstjrces

4. AcJui sition planning resourcCS

5. Reqniriilllt-acqui llh~n inlleiace

I'rcmtlalurc l'clhlnoIoy t raiiwiton l 6. "I'chinology exploilation apIproadC

7. D)(oI) S&I trategy r\•iisoll
X. Tecciiology-acqui stion relant•nhip

). " Iechulolo dy-operalor r deatlOlhillh
Ilo Indu•try-l'd tcchnolop,ý developmcnt

Program Initiation Issues
Serious problems beset the start up of defense acquisition
programs. Why'? More often than not, the "true" mission
requirements and costs have not been adequately identified,
and a realistic acquisition strategy has not been developed.
Hence, right from the beginning, most programs are poorly
postured to meet performance goals on time and within
budget.

To get programs on track, two broken processes need
repairs (Table 2.2). The first order of business is to gain
control over the requirements generation process. The
second challenge is to implement a workable technology
transition process-one that releases mature technologies at
the proper time.

Faulty Requirements Generation
Defense contractors clearly see the breakdown in the
requirements process. Many defense industry executives
have expressed concern over the government's inability to
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define reasonable and stable weapon system requirements.4

This problem is most acute at a program's initiation and
continues throughout the development stages. Sometimes
contractors are frustrated by having to act through a
program office instead of dealing directly with end users.'

In theory, DOD Directive 5000.16 and DOD Instruction
5000.27 define an integrated management framework for
maintaining effective interfaces among three DOD decision-
making systems: the Requirements Generation System, the
Acquisition Management System and the Planning, Pro-
gramming, and Budgeting System (PPBS). These guidance
documents also specify an event-driven acquisition process
in which mission needs, alternative concepts, and
affordability goals evolve into system-specific requirements.
a stable design and a unit cost.

The first decision milestone. Milestone 0, is the initial
interface between the requirements generation and acquisi-
tion management systems. Prior to this event, the require-
ments generation community-primarily military operators
and users-have projected a deficiency in mission capabili-
ty and validated a material need. Milestone 0 approval
allows a small cadre of acquisition professionals to conduct
concept exploration studies and provides authority to budget
for a new major program. During this phase, the user helps
evaluate the potential material alternatives and establishes
mininimum acceptable requirements for key system parame-
ters.' The next milestone, Milestone I, grants approval to
demonstrate and validate competing design approaches for
the selected concept.

This process appears sound on the surface, but adequate
acquisition planning information and resources are lacking
at Milestone 0." Without adequate resources, mission area
needs analyses are limited and generate few viable alterna-
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tives. After Milestone 0, the planning resource shortage
creates a serious mismatch between the output of the
requirements process and the needs of the budget process.
"Budget supportable" programmatic information does not
exist. This causes immature program cost and schedule
information to flow into the PPBS. Ultimately, it "locks"
the program into a premature single solution."' This
problem is compounded when personnel without "hands-on
development experience" specify detailed system perfor-
mance requirements' in an Operational Requirements
Document.

The ability to evolve requirements, manage program
risks, and define an executable program is a direct function
of manpower and funding resources. If a process is not in
place to bring on the right numbers and types of personnel,
the initial direction of the program will be determined by an
inadequate program office cadre or an unqualified service
headquarters staff. Experienced military officers-users
with an operations research background and acquisition
professionals with development expertise-are the critical
manpower resources that must be made available at pro-
gram initiation.

Weapon system acquisition risk can be greatly reduced
by improving control over the interface between the
requirements generation and acquisition management
systems. Corrective actions should be taken in the follow-
ing five areas.

1. Program Initiation Sequence. Amend DODD 5000.1
and DODI 5000.2 to identify Milestone 0 as approval to
develop a proposal to initiate a program. Initiate acquisi-
tion management planning (form SPO cadre) before
Milestone 0. Milestone I is the program initiation decision.
Harmonize PPBS expectations for detailed programmatic
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information with output of concept exploration activities.
2. Requirements Generation Personnel. Improve expertise

of service, CINC, and JCS personnel to perform mission
area needs analyses by requiring formal operations research
education.

3. Requirements Planning Resources. Strengthen the
requirements capability of the operational commands and
the CINCs. Allocate sufficient manpower and funding for
this function-especially during the pre-Milestone 0/1
requirements definition phase. Provide resources to keep
ORDs current through product development cycle.

4. Acquisition Planning Resources. Strengthen the early
acquisition planning capability of the materiel and systems
commands by allocating sufficient manpower and funds to
form a new program cadre prior to Milestone 0 and a full-
strength program office at Milestone 0 approval.

5. Requirements-Acquisition Interface. USDIAI should
serve as vice-chairman of the JROC. The DOD acquisition
community must have authority to challenge and accept (or
reject) MNS and ORD requirements. Formalize a service
land joi.tJ procedure for a program-specific exchange of
planners between the operational and materiel commands on
a temporary duty basis (three-month tours).

Premature Technology Transition
Another major source of program cost growth is early
transition of an immature technology (Table 2.2). The
results are entirely predictable when technologies with high
development risk are adopted as the program baseline-an
expensive technology development effort must be undertak-
en. This effort holds the rest of the program "hostage" until
a technical solution is found. The root cause of premature
technology transition can be traced to the role of technolo-
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gists, operators and developers during program initiation.
The requirements generation process directed by DODD

5000.1 and DODI 5000.2 is a problem-oriented ap-
proach-an operational need is evolved into system require-
ments. However, a solution-oriented approach is also
possible. A new technology can be exploited to yield a
superior weapon system. The former approach is known as
"requirements pull" while the latter is commonly described
as "technology push."'' 2 The advocates of technology push"
solutions-either from government or industry-tend to be
the applied researchers, scientists, or technologists associat-
ed with the breakthrough technology. They proceed with
an advanced technology demonstration effort to show that
a technology is ready for a weapon system acquisition
program. To implement a "technology push" solution, the
technologists "lobby" operators to frame a concept-specific
"operational need" and assign a high priority on an integrat-
ed priorities list (IPL). This course of action effectively
circumvents the Milestone 0) event. Program initiation
occurs at either Milestone I or 2 without the benefit of
early involvement by "hands-on" developers.

The new DOD Science and Technology (S&T) Strate-
gy'1 attempts to reduce the possibility of premature technol-
ogy transition through more rigorous development and
demonstration of advanced technologies. Control of the
defense technology program is centralized under the
Director, Defense Research and Engineering. Seven major
thrusts are established to provide technology "push"
roadmaps for the department's applied R&D efforts.
Emphasis is put on the use of prototypes and Advanced
Technology Demonstrators (ATDs) to demonstrate risk
reduction at the system, a subsystem or a component level
of technology integration.
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Despite the laudable goal of reducing technical risk
through a rapid prototyping approach, the new strategy does
not bridge the gap between the S&T community and the
developers. To adequately manage program execution risk,
the developers or acquisition community must help guide
the formulation and conduct of the technology risk reduc-
tion efforts. These demonstrations should occur as a
parallel effort in conjunction with Phase 0 Concept Explora-
tion activities aimed at developing the program initiation
proposal. A more direct, decentralized linkage between the
laboratories and acquisition product divisions would greatly
facilitate this interchange.

The risk of starting a development program with
immature technology can be reduced through a disciplined
transition process. In addition to the five recommended
corrective actions, policy changes s,,uuid be made in the
following five areas.

1. Technology Exploitation Approach. Amend DODD
5000.1 and DODI 5000.2 to provide a structured program
initiation approach for exploiting "technology push"
solutions. Use acquisition personnel with hands-on devel-
opment expertise to evaluate technical risk and alternative
concepts. Military utility should be assessed by users with
a formal education or training in operations research.
Evaluate concepts with the aid of advanced models and
simulations.

2. DOD S&TStrategy Revision. Limit centralized direction
of the Defense Technology Program by the OSD staff to
multiservice applications and interdisciplinary technologies.
ARPA should continue to serve as the principal executive
agent.

3. Technology-AcquisItion Relationship. Direction of
service-specific technology thrusts, transition roadmaps, and
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programs should be further decentralized to the research
and engineering centers within each service's materiel and
systems commands. Technology program execution should
still be conducted by the laboratories assigned tc parent
product divisions.

4. Technology-Operator Relationship. Service and joint
operational commands should continue to conduct annual
reviews to assess the potential military utility of technology
thrusts, transition roadmaps, and programs. Effectiveness
of the technology reviews could be enhanced by including

acquisition personnel to represent developer's interests.
5. Industry-Led Technology Investment. Place greater

emphasis upon industry-led technology efforts with govern-
ment participation and funding share no greater than about

30 percent of the total effort.
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In early 1992, the Director of Defense Research and
Engineering (DDR&E) embarked on a new Defense
Science and Technology Strategy.' The newr strategy seeks
to exploit new technologies by focusing DOD efforts along
specific thrust areas and by demonstrating the military

utility and maturity of new technologies before they enter
the formal DOD acquisition process. A central tenet of this
new strategy is the use of ATDs to assess military utility
and technological maturity before proceeding into develop-
ment and procurement. How DOD test organizations and
test personnel can help bridge the gap between proposed
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new technologies and demonstrations of military utility
with ATDs is the question answered in this chapter.

Test and Evaluation in the Ne-,v Strategy
Test and evaluation (T&E) in defense system development
and acquisition is structured to give decisionmakers data
and analysis to help them manage the cost, schedule, and
performance risks involved in developing a new weapon
system. Test and evaluation is a technical management tool
for measuring a system's progress on its journey from
design board into users' hands.2 When a new system:is
being developed, it is tested and evaluated against design
specifications to insure that it can do what it is supposed to
do. This is the "developmental test and evaluation" (DT&E)
phase of a program. Subsequently, when the system is
evaluated against users' needs, the process is called
"operational test and evaluation" (OT&E). DT&E is
generally considered more objective than OT&E.'

The new S&T strategy capitalizes on new information
technology to involve the users, or warfighters, early in the
process of developing technology with military uses. The
new strategy focuses DOD S&T efforts along specific thrust
areas of most pressing military needs. The strategy also
employs ATDs to show that new technologies are mature
enough to be included in future weapon systems. These
ATDs allow national decisionmakers to reduce the techno-
logical risks involved in weapon development programs and
give users an early assessment of a proposed system's
military utility.' Testers are the bridge between users and
technologists or scientists when a new technology is
proposed for military use.
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T&E Opportunities
By design, the new S&T strategy has been separated from
existing acquisition processes and controls. S&T efforts
will be headed by DDR&E Thrust Leaders and Technolo-
gists, while acquisition efforts follow a separate chain of
command and line of oversight. This separation will likely
increase the distance between technology and end-user.

The new strategy suggests that technology may become
the main determinant in the U.S. defense strategy-making
process. This suggests that a new technology must he
thoroughly understood and its performance capabilities
demonstrated, before its inclusion in a new weapon system.
The emphasis will no longer be on the urgency for capabili-
ty, but on proving utility and demonstrating technological
maturity. Test communities are major players in demon-
strating military utility and technological maturity. Hence,
they will be called upon to help establish the links between
technological possibilities and military requirements by
pushing technology through these demonstrations. Fi\C
things can be done to enhance testing efficiency- Ict test
organizations run ATD programs: get testers to streamline
and accept more test isk: form ATD teams as the vehicle
for enhancing efficiency: let the testers help to decide when
a technology is ready: and get users involved early, on the
test team.

1. Let Test Organizations Run ATD Programs. The new, S &T
strategy says that the DDR&E thrust leaders have primary
responsibility for guiding and overseeing the ATD pro-
granis, and that the programs wili be executed by line
managers in the services and agencies. An ATD can be
proposed by any service or agency but will need the
advocacy of the thrust leader. The leader will control the
budget and have a large say in how the program is run.
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Regardless of who exerts execution authority, a program
office in a product division or a test team at the test center,
testers il ust play a major role in the decisionnmaking
process. There are some advantages in allowing develop-
mental test organizations. backed by streamlined product
division offices, to execute some of the ATD programs.
Test center facilities are already set up to run a technology
program requiring a generic test-bed aircraft or vehicle, for
example. Test teams already established would not need
extra manpower :nrd resources for unnecessary overhead or
additional layers of bureaucracy. Consolidating ATD
program execution at the test site could be the most eco-
nomical alternative.

2. Get Testers to Streamline and Accept More Test Risk.
Project Reliance, an initiative to consolidate DOD facilities.
has attempted to address redundancy in test facilities, but
changes have been more cosmetic than ,ubstantial. The
DT&E Steering Group has suggested that transforming T&E
facilities into joint service facilities could realize signiticant
economies. This has become a funidamen tal roles-and-
missions conti ict among the services and is addressed in
General Powell's 1993 Roles and Missions report. All the
separ;ute service test facilities could be streamlined, consoli-
dated, and stan(dardized. For example, the six aircraft and
weapons test ranges in California, Nevada, and U tah1 could
be united and still remain capable of supporting the shrink-
ing defetnse base and making the investments necessary to
continue to support future testing.

DOD testers are in a zero-defect tolerance mode for
acquisition development testing. They go to extraordinary
effort and expense to ensure the success of a test event.
The newv emphasis on deinonstrationI versus evaluation
opens a whole new realm of opportunitie.. for creative and
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cost-efficient methods of testing. Careful selection of a
limited number of test criteria and an acceptance of test
event risks could make test capabilities' expansion much
easier without increasing costs. It will be up to the testers
to help translate cost-effective technology demonstrations
into examples of military utility for decisionmakers. The
emphasis on continuous and total system evaluation can be
reduced to allow users to decide on utility based on a few
demonstrations, with the understanding that test failures do
not necessarily mean lack of technological value.

3. Form ATD Teams for Efficiency. A team of
technologists, testers, scientists, and users should be formed
for each ATD. Each team could combine laboratories, test
centers, test ranges, and contractors into an integrated unit
with clear lines of authority, responsibility, and accountabil-
ity. The DDR&E monitor, users, and other decisionmakers
would comprise a team which should not be judged on the
success of a program, but rather on the efficiency with
which the team demonstrates emerging technologies.
Members of the team could be linked electronically when
physical proximity is not feasible.

Insistence on completely independent operational test
events, done by separate operational testers after develop-
mental testers certify a system is ready, may be counterpro-
ductive to efficient advanced technology demonstrations.
The role of operational test agencies (OTA) as
spokespersons for ultimate users should change from
operational testers to utility advisers. Instead of excluding
OTAs from the new ATD process or complicating the
process by separate testing, close cooperation in a com-
bined effort is needed. The operational testers can add a
more realistic and representative flavor to technical demon-
strations and serve as a communication link between
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technologists and warfighters.
4. Let Testers Help to Decide When Technology Is Ready.

Decisions on technological utility and maturity are always
objectively measured and subjectively evaluated. The
methods and results of tests to satisfy program objectives
rarely please all participants, because the proponents and
opponents of the technology are biased in their analysis of
the demonstration. The most consistently objective partici-
pants are likely to be the testers, who have been trained to
conduct fair and realistic tests. Hence, testers should be
given the lead in planning the ATD roadmaps or planning
schedules, exit criteria, and demonstration profiles. But
because testers tend to want to keep on testing, the S&T
community can play a key oversight role by deciding how
much testing is enough. Users will have to decide on the
military utility of the technology with less-than-perfect
demonstrations and operational realism. The challenge for
each ATD team will be to make the leap fcom a simulated
or artificial demonstration to an operationally realistic
utilization for users to assess.

5. Get Users Involved Early, on the Test Team
Evaluating an idea and projecting its utility into the future
is always difficult. This new S&T strategy will ask
warfighters to envision the military utility of a technology
based on undefined threats and often unrealistic demonstra-
tions. For this new strategy to be most effective, the end-
users must be able to review developing technologies
frequently and readily assess demonstrated utility. The use
of synthetic environments to facilitate technology assess-
ments will likely stretch ability to forecast utility and
visualize specifics on system needs. These synthetic
environments, or simulations, while desirable, will also be
complicated and expensive. The best method of bridging
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this gap is to assign users directly to ATD program teams.
This will minimize the impact of having users work with
artificial environments and will help them assess the value
of the technology in question clearly and quickly. One
pitfall in this approach is that users may lose their objec-
tivity or operational relevance if they stay too long. Some
OTAs currently "borrow" users for operational tests of new
acquisition systems. This same approach may work for
short and relatively small ATD programs. These users
could be attached to the test organization for the demonstra-
tion assessments. This would maximize the integrated team
approach and be the most efficient way to cycle new
technology through the critical demonstration criteria,
putting it into the hands of a representative end-user who
knows the test/demonstration environment.

Conclusion
The new S&T strategy is based on the-fly-before-you-buy
philosophy. It has taken some of the early technological
development out of the formal acquisition process to help
ensure that military utility is demonstrated before the DO[)
invests scarce resources on new and advanced weapon
systems. This strategy offers national leaders an opportuni-
ty to use talented DOD testers to help bridge the gap
between technological development and operational utility.
Testers can help push new technology to the field if they
can help users determine when a technology is ready.
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The former Under Secretary of Defense, Donald J. Atwood.
on 28 May 1992 summarized the Department of Defense's
new acquisition strategy:

Our new approach places increased reliance on research and
technology development to maintain our advantage. We are
making greater use oit technology demvonstrators and Prototypes
in the development of' new weapon systems, and not all new
weapons will automatically go into production. We will
i ncorpo rate new technolok g y inltom a curcre t sysitein onlyv when
l'ull y proveni and there is ge n u ine need f'or improved
perf'ormnance or rel iabili ty. Full scale product ion of* new
weakpon systems will occur only when there is a definite need
hecause of' obsolesce nce or aging of an existing system and
when it is proven cost etflective.'

The new acquisition strategy will succeed or fail depending
on how well it mneets users'I needs. This chapter looks ro
recent history to prove this point.

37
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At the onset of the Korean war, General Douglas
MacArthur ordered the 24th Division to proceed from Japan
to Korea on 30 June 1950. He ordered a small task force
from the division flown into Korea ahead of the main body
to engage the North Korean Army as quickly as possible.
A small delaying force, Task Force Smith, part of the 1st
Battalion, 21st Infantry, landed at Pusan Airfield on the
southeast tip of Korea on I and 2 July, with Lieutanant
Colonel Charles B. Smith in command. Colonel Smith's
delaying force was sent forward to engage the enemy on
sight. South of Seoul, the task force dug hasty positions o01
the night of 4 July and awaited the approaching North
Koreans. Shortly after 08:00 on 5 July, the North Koreans
appeared. The Americans stood until they had expended
their ammunition, then retreated under fire, suffering heavy
losses as they were overwhelmed.

This is T. R. Fehrenbach's account of what happened:

The enemy tanks were now only two thousand yards in front
of the infantry foxholes and still coining. Bursting HE shells
blasted into the tank column, spattering the advancing armor
with fllune and steel and mud.

"Jesus Christ, they're still coming!" an American influitry-
man shouted.

Colonel Smith now ordered the 75amm recoilless rifles to
hold their lire until the tanks got within 700 yards.

Moments later, at 700 yards, both recoilless rifles slammed
at the advancing tanks. Round after round burst against the T-
34 turrets, with no apparent effect.

Alerted by this opposition, the tanks stopped and turned
their machine guns on the ridge where the Americans had
fired. The tanks tired their machine guns, ripping and
clawing the hillsides. Suddenly, American soldiers dove for
any cover they could find.

Lieutenant Ollie Connor, watching, grabbed a bazooka and
ran down to the ditch alongside the road. Steadying his 2.36-
inch rocket launcher on the nearest tank, only fifteen yards
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away. Connor let fly. Nothing-the small shaped charge
burned out against the thick Russian armor without penetrating.
Angrily, Connor fired again, this time at the rear of the tank
where the arnmor protection was supposed to be thinnest. He
tired twenty-two rockets, none of which did any d~unagc.2

There was nothing mysterious about the Russian T-34.
It had been used against the German panzers in front of
Moscow in the early 1940s. Some said the T-34 was the
best all-around tank used in World War II. It could be
stopped-but not with the obsolete equipment in the hands
of the U.S. soldiers in Task Force Smith. Their weapons
were useless against the enemy armor.

After World War II, the United States had developed
improved 3.5-inch rocket launchers that would penetrate the
T-34. But in competition with strategic battleships and long-
range bombers for scarce dollars, the Defense Department
decided not to place them in the hands of the American
troops.' U.S. military historians record this sad story as a
dramatic American defeat.

The pattern of this first engagement was repeated during
the following days. All combat elements of the 24th
Division fought the enemy bravely; but their inferior
weapons left no choice but to retreat or be annihilated.

As Fehrenbach's story clearly illustrates. there is an
undeniable difference between laboratory research and
fielded technology. No one would claim that North Korea
was technologically superior to the United States in 1950.
But the fact was, the North Korean soldiers had better
weapons than the Americans of Task Force Smith. 1'o
soldiers in the field, at that time and place, the North
Koreans had a clear superiority in their fielded-equipment. 4
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Ground Force Modernization
From a combat arms perspective, modernization is a key to
strength. Consider first the tank. The MIAI tank proved
to be one of the stars of Desert Storm and is still consid-
ered one of the best tanks in the world. The Army has
8.00,( M 1-type tanks in the inventory, but only 1,50(0 are
the latest MIAI version. Because it was fielded in 1985.
the MIAI 1970s' technology will be old by 1995 and
obsolete by the year 20100.

The next upgrade. the M I A2. represents the state of the
art in tank technology. The original plan, to produce only
62, has been modified by recent foreign sales of around 50(1
to Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, and an upgrade plan for about
400 more older M Is. This will keep the production base
warm, but will not provide enough tanks to equip all U.S.
forces with the newest equipment. Hence, in light of future
budget cuts. there could very well be more M I A2s in
foreign hands than in those of the U.S. forces.

A similar concern arises in the case of armored vehicles.
The Army recently abandoned its modernization program of
the future, the Armored Systems Modernization (ASNI)
program, due to cost. ASM was a program to modernize
over 6,(000 armored vehicles on one of two common
chassis. This commonality was designed to improve
warfighting capability through compatibility, survivability.
force agility, and lethality. At the same time it was
projected to save over $1(0 billion in maintenance. training,
testing, support, an(d parts stockage costs.

Except for the Advanced Field Artillery System (AFAS)
and its accompanying Future Armored Resupply Vehicle-
Ammunition (FARV-A), all other components have been
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canceled or returned to the tech base. There is an alternative
plan to use current system chassis to form a family of
vehicles, but no other long-range modernization programs
are currently funded.

With the demise of the Soviet Union and the quick
victory in the Persian Gulf, too often the consensus in
Congress and DOD is that the equipment in hand is "good
enough" and modernization is not really urgent. Or, as Mr.
Atwood told Congress:

With the end of Ihe Cold War and the decline in world threat.
the need to bring new systems into production is no longer as
urgent. We do not need to produce weapon systems at the
pace we did in the past. There is more time to reconstitute
larger a•med forces if and when they are needed. We speak
of warning time in years, instead of days. when we look ahead
for globhd threats that might require major reconstitutions.'

From the lack of long range modernization plans and the
feelings of complacency exhibited by DOD and some
members of Congress, it is questionable whether the best
equipment will make it to the field anytime soon.

New Missions, New Challenges
Considering that the next military conflicts will be regional,
the notion of a "lack of a threat" is wishful thinking. While
the former Soviet Union does not pose a serious threat as
an entity, its military equipment is readily available around
the world, to Iran, Serbia, or anyone else. Not only has it
been fielded throughout its surrogates but it is also now
available at bargain rates to whoever has the hard currency
to buy. This is not just the normal Foreign Military Sales
(FMS) quality equipment but includes even the top-of-the-
line T-8(0 tank and BMP 3 fighting vehicle. This equipment
is equal to and in some cases better than what the United
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States has fielded.
In addition, the reductions put in place by the

Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE) Treaty, freed up as
many as 10,000 tanks and 20,000 personnel carriers for sale
on the world market. While some equipment may be older,
new ammunition, add-on armor, and improved optics,
including thermal technology, are all readily available for
retrofit. Likewise, three former Soviet production plants are
still turning out quality equipment.

Skeptics will argue that the Persian Gulf War proved
1U.S. technology superior. But the source of that
superiority, the technological advantages in a ground war,
quickly boil down to two key areas:

r- superior vehicular fire control, including thermal
optics

0 superior munition penetration capability.

Had the Soviets sold their best ammunition and
multispectral smoke to Iraq, U.S. capabilities would have
been challenged, and more American soldiers would have
been lost in battle.

Similarly, competing foreign tank technology has not
lagged. A new generation of tanks comparable to the M I A2
is now available in the field through FMS: the French
LeClerc, the German Leopard 1I (Step 11), the British
Challenger 11, the Israeli Merkava III, and the Japanese
Type 90. American soldiers can easily envision them
advancing toward their positions in some foreign land while
they are still equipped with MIAls."

With the current uncertainty in the Balkans and other
former Soviet states, as well as the upgrades going on in
the combat systems in the Middle East, believing that U.S.
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soldiers won't see top-of-the-line equipment used against
them in the next regional conflict is wishful thinking.

Technology Superiority and Timeliness
Technology must be timely to make a difference. Tactics
and technological superiority determine an Army's
effectiveness. Technology permeates all facets of military
hardware and tactics, multiplying the effectiveness of our
forces. For example, because technology assists in
intelligence gathering, tactics provide location and time
advantages, giving U.S. soldiers the element of surprise.
The Gulf War demonstrated the advantage that technology
can give soldiers. It also provided clear evidence of the
high military losses suffered by an enemy unable to counter
technology.

But technology is a perishable commotdity. The rate at
which technology is developed has increased dramatically
over the past decade. New items used to stay new for
many years. Today computerized design aids bring
products into being faster than ever before imaginable.
Much of the technology introduced today is dominant for
Only 30( months before the next generation enters the
markct. This rapid rate of technological change makes it
imperative to maintain a sufficient investment in military
research and development.7 Technological superiority does
not equate to warfighting superiority unless new systems

are fielded in a timely manner.

Recommendations
To make the new acquisition strategy work, the U.S.
soldiers must be adequately represented on the Defense
Technology Board. This bridge between R&D in the
laboratories and soldiers in the field will help ensure that
user-critical technologies will he fielded. While the new
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acquisition strategy must make sense to the budget analysts
who are fighting anl economic war, the results must also
make sense to soldiers in the field. Sensitivity to their
concerns wAll go a long way Iln ensuring the success of the
newv strategy.
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FIGURE 5.1 0 CUMULATIVE DEFENSE SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY
PERFORMANCE CURVE
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Defense organizations pursue improvements in defense
system performance to achieve technological preeminence, the
basis for combat force multiplication. In Figure 5.1, the techno-
logical performance of a defense system is shown as a function
of monies disbursed over the life of the system.

The amplitude of the technological performance (TP) curve,
depicting cumulative technology for the last unit of currency
disbursed, rises nonlinearly over the funding cycle because the
efficiency of technology collection varies. Late in the funding
cycle, procurement monies generate less and less technology per
unit of currency because most research, development, and testing
have been completed and, except lkr field evaluations, additional
production runs add little to the accumulated technology. Hence
the cumulative TP-curve rises asymptotically to total technology
accumulation level (tin) as the procurement stage matures.

Early in the funding cycle the reverse argument applies.
Defense system acquisition cycles begin with basic research and
exploratory development. The monies spent on basic research
contribute little to technological performance compared to
subsequent funding. One reason is that at the outset, research
monies must be spent for laboratory space, new equipment, and
support services which contribute indirectly and unevenly to
system performance. Second, early scientific research tends to be
broad-based and component oriented, for example, to extend the
tensile strength of a material or to improve the thermodynamic or
aerodynamic properties of a new component. Hence, scientific
investigations may or may not provide technical information
critical to defense applications, and the technical information may
or may not be useful to the specific defense system under
contract. Third, the usefulness of research relevant to a particular
component or product often occurs in quantum jumps; hence,
only after the expenditure of considerable time and money is the
technological performance of the system actually realized.
Subsequently, as the research and development portion of the
cycle matures, the technological return to funding accelerates and
the TP-curve begins to increase at a sharper rate.
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The cumulative technology curve facilitates conceptualiza-
tion of the following decision rule:

To maximize technology obtainable from a given
budget, fund all programs into the development
stage until themarginal technology benefit equals
(no longer exceeds) the average technology benefit.

At any point on the TP-curve, the marginal technology
benefit is the extra technology obtained from the last dollar
spent (slope of the tangent of TP-curve). The average
technology benefit is the total technology obtained divided
by total funding (slope of a ray to a point on the TP-curve).
The decision rule ensures programs will be funded to point
(f*,t*) on the TP-curve, the point where ray (t/f) just strikes
a tangency with the TP-curve.

The average technology benefit (t/f) measures the
technological efficiency of program funding. As long as
the marginal technology benefit exceeds the average tech-
nology benefit, the average technology benefit, and hence
the technological efficiency of funding, will increase. Pro-
grain managers will ensure maximum technological effi-
ciency is achieved for each of the programs if they fund to
point f*, the point where marginal and average technology
benefits coincide (f*,t*) and where the ray (t/f) is tangential
to the TP-curve in the figure.

To strategic policyinakers, the consequences of program
managers' funding to (f*,t*) is technology base maximiza-
tion. If each defense budget is fully expended on optimally
funded programs, maximum growth of the defense technol-
ogy base is assured.'
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The decision rule maximizes technology by asking pro-
gram managers to estimate whether the technology gener-
ated by the last dollar spent continues to exceed the pro-
gram average. Although the rule assures that program
funding becomes optimally efficient in the collection of
technology, some of the efficiency gains are offset by new
costs.

Opportunity costs of a technology-maximizing acquisi-
tion policy arise forom adversc cffccts on defcnse firm
managers and military planners. The new policy forces
defense firm managers to downsize and puts pressure on
them to operate more like independent research laboratories.
The likely outcome is increased research costs, as in the
case of firms that understate R&D costs to win contracts
with the hope of recouping those costs during production.
A second cost arises from defense firms that convert to
civilian production. Long ago Melman 4 argued what
Gansler' and other conversion advocates are arguing today:
defense contractors should diversify into nondefense but
commercially similar product lines. In his rebuttal of this
view, Weidenbaumr draws upon the "Grumman case,"
arguing that, historically, firms that have tried commer-
cialization have generally not fared well. Defense firms
that fail or weaken themselves trying to compete in a cost-
rather than a performance-driven market add directly or
indirectly to the cost of the government, offsetting some of
the efficiency gains of a technology-maximizing acquisition
policy.

Costs may also accrue to defense organizations. As one
group of defense planners seek the benefits of a technology-
maximizing policy, a second group concerned with the
ability of defense firms to surge may be adversely affected.
For example, many firms now warn that once assembly
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lines and plants are closed and critical technical personnel
are dismissed as a result of procurement cutbacks, reconsti-
tution costs will be severe, and surge may be impossible.

Similarly, defense planners concerned with force
mission capability may find their plans compromised. The
ability of the force to execute its mission is not only
impaired by budget reductions, but also by the change from
a mission to a technology-strategic policy objective.
Policymakers can maximize force funding with respect to
mission or technology, but not both concurrently. Hence,
a cost of technology enhancement may be mission impair-
ment.

All costs noted diminish the efficiency with which
defense technologies can grow as budgets decline. Al-
though the decision rule remains valid, the decline in
efficiency suggests the TP-curve, and hence the optimal
funding level, will shift right. More funds will be needed
just to maintain existing technical performance levels.

Clearly, the benefits from any new policy must out-
weigh the costs. Much has been written about the benefits
expected from the new policy; now is the time to look at
the specific costs.
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